We determine the rings for which every hereditary torsion theory is an S-torsion theory in the sense of Komarnitskiy. We show that such rings admit a primary decomposition. Komarnitskiy obtained this result in the special case of left duo rings.
Introduction
The concept of I-radical (defined below) was introduced by O. Horbachuk (see [1] ) and further developed and applied in collaboration with Yu. Maturin [2 -5] . Any ideal I of a ring R gives rise to an I-radical, and the lattice of I-radicals is always distributive [4] . It is natural to ask about the relationship between I-radicals and Gabriel topologies, that is, left exact radicals of R. In [5] , it is proved that a ring R with the property (P) every left exact radical in R-Mod is an I-radical is right perfect, while the converse does not hold in general [6] . Komarnitskiy [7] proved the converse in case of a left duo ring R (see also [2] ). He showed that such rings R admit a primary decomposition [8] .
In this note, we prove that a ring satisfies (P) if and only if it decomposes into finitely many quasilocal right perfect rings. This shows that the rings with property (P) coincide with the rings studied by M. Teply [9], i.e., those for which the global dimension with respect to each hereditary torsion theory is zero.
Let R be a ring (associative with 1). The category of left (right) R-modules will be denoted by R-Mod (resp. Mod-R), and N ≤ M will indicate that N is a submodule of M. Recall that a pair ( T, F ) of full subcategories of R-Mod is said to be a torsion theory [8] if T and F are maximal with respect to Hom R T F ( , ) = 0 for all T ∈ T and F ∈ F. The torsion class T of ( T, F ) is characterized by the property that it is closed with respect to extensions, direct sums, and factor modules. If, in addition, T is closed with respect to submodules, then T and ( T, F ) are said to be hereditary. If T is also a torsion-free class, i.e., closed with respect to products, there is another torsion theory ( C, T ). Then T is called a TTF class [10] . Every torsion class T gives rise to a radical, i.e., an endofunctor T of R-Mod ∈T .
In what follows, let R-ss denote the full subcategory of semisimple modules in R-Mod. An R-module is said to be semi-artinian if it belongs to the torsion class generated by R-ss. By the above remark, this torsion class is hereditary. The ring R is called left semi-artinian if R R is so. A hereditary torsion class T consisting of semi-artinian modules is generated by T ∩ R-ss, hence by just one semisimple module. We call such a torsion class semisimple (see also [2] , with slight modification of the terminology in [11] ). Recall that R is said to be right perfect [12] if every right R-module has a projective cover. The following proposition is essentially well known (cf. [11] , VIII, Corollary 6.3):
Proposition 1. A ring R is right perfect if and only if every hereditary torsion class in R -Mod is a semisimple TTF class.
For any left ideal I of R, consider the torsion class
In accordance with O. Horbachuk (see [5] ), who studied the radical of T I , we call T I an I-torsion class. A torsion theory ( T, F ) with T = T I will be called an I-torsion theory. Since IM = IRM, we may assume, without loss of generality, that I is an ideal. Thus, if T I is hereditary, then the corresponding Gabriel filter T I is given by
More generally, a hereditary torsion class with a Gabriel filter (2) for some left ideal I is called an S-torsion class [2, 7, 13] . Thus, we obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 2. An I-torsion class is hereditary if and only if it is an S -torsion class given by a (twosided) ideal.
Not every left ideal I of R defines an S-torsion class. However, any left ideal I defines a multiplicative submonoid 1 + I of R. Hence, 
is a hereditary torsion class in R-Mod. In fact, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Every S-torsion class in R-Mod is of the form (3). Precisely, a left ideal I of R defines an S-torsion class if and only if 1 + I satisfies the left Ore condition.

